
You’ve come to a point where you’re willing to stand up for your beliefs.
You truly want nothing more than to gain sacred knowledge to take with

you on your life’s journey; enjoy and nurture this vibration. You feel drawn to traveling
and exploring new people, places and ideas. Someone exhibits an unsettling attitude
which could be the result of a disagreement between you. Feeling disconnected or sepa-
rated could serve to help you go deep within for a quick boost through meditation.
Someone needs your serious input on what looks like a healthcare issue; use your best
judgement here. You’re able to step away from what could turn out to be a nasty con-
frontation between coworkers; they could try to pull you into this, but you decline.
Sneaking away, taking some time alone, creates a new you tonight. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Take your time when making decisions as this could be a period of having
doubts about exactly what you want. Otherwise, your thoughts are sharp regarding a
project at home or work that’s finally coming together. Knowing what you want is only
half the battle; figuring out how to get it is the other half. You want to tell someone some-
thing you think they need to know, but you’re not sure about the timing; relax, you’ll
know when the time is right. Moving your body by walking or other types of exercise
also refreshes your mind and the desire to move is strong. Someone urges you to attend a
social function you’re not sure about; think about this one before you act. You find great
value in the areas of both material prosperity and spiritual abundance; you take special
steps to pursue and attain both. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

The beauty you create in your environment holds your attention right now;
perhaps there’s been a move or one is coming. Outdoor projects take up a

large portion of your time; this is where you get your best therapy. A stronger interest in
organics sends you to some interesting places to shop and learn; you gain important
knowledge you’ll always have. Home is closest to your heart at this time; you could con-
sider finding a position that allows you to work remotely from home. You fight the urge to
shop because you feel the vibration of overspending around you; pay attention! This is a
great time to let your thoughts and ideas mature. You could find that you’ve been volun-
teered to attend some sort of workshop. Later this evening, you find something creative
to pass the time. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You’re in a new cycle emphasizing stable energy that supports your prac-
tical side. An ability to put correct value on people, places and things is

prevalent at this time; this serves you well in business and personal dealings. You make a
point of stopping to enjoy life and beauty. Interest in some sort of new flavors in your
diet is forecast. An in-depth study of your life helps in making decisions that could affect
the rest of your present incarnation. The way you present your message makes it easy to
understand; moving forward with a project makes complete sense to you now. You no
longer lack the confidence to expect the best for yourself; you’re more deserving than
you know! it’s strongly indicated that your plans for a special event come together later
this evening. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Being on a nice, even keel helps as you try to work with someone who lives
a completely different way from you. After thinking things through, you determine that
something you want to do isn’t practical just now. You feel drawn to new people and ideas
that help with your efforts to learn more about things eternal. You’re laying the foundation
for future success with certain things in mind; some of these seem impossible, but they re
not. You shine brightly when stepping up to take something over. You give your best at all
times. You move into living life a whole new way during this cycle; exciting new opportu-
nities spur this on. Taking time to look at things through spiritual eyes brings important
knowledge. Using past gains to create new ones is highly likely for quite some time to
come. You’re in a good place.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You appear to be comfortable on the outside, on the inside you could be
experiencing high levels of frustration or anxiety. This isn’t a great time for decision
making, so you hold off. You tend to romanticize something you probably shouldn’t; it’s
best to see the truth of this matter before you dive in. You receive an interesting invita-
tion to an event you never thought of attending before. Some sort of new class could
invigorate your senses. New interests are strongly indicated at this time. Dreams and
intuition are at their strongest; listen to what you’re being told as there’s wisdom to be
gained through these spiritual gifts. You could have someone from the past on your
mind and this might cause you to look them up. You may have close friends from out of
town as guests this evening. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You feel grateful for some decisions you made that make your house a
home. A change in your work environment is definitely for the best. You

consider calling someone and asking for forgiveness. Your common sense is in strong tune
and it guides you down the best path to abundance; opportunities abound in the area of
abundance and thriving during the phase you’re in now. The heavens indicate movement
toward discovering the root of a problem you want to end; this could prove to be very
simple. Something regarding your health gets your total attention. You’re seen as elegant
and attractive by many when you make an appearance at a social event you didn’t want to
attend. Enjoy sincere compliments while you can! Being surrounded by very beautiful
things brings out the best in your. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You answer the call of the outdoors! Your sense of independence and
strength seems to be increased by the energy you find in, and draw from,

nature. People feel good when they spend time with you today; your inner glow extends
outwardly as you’re in close union with the universe! New karmic debts are created or
paid back with some plans you make today; take care you do no harm. General support
and best wishes are present during this entire phase. You’re a true and trusted friend. A
deeper look into the spiritual side of life awakens your connection to a specific time and
place; this could indicate past life memories of another incarnation. Look closely to find
the underlying reason for having these memories at this time; it could be important! You
continue to add nice pieces to a collection.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

The heavens open up to bestow mystical energy into your world; this is
persistent throughout the new phase your sun sign has entered. Love could

grow between you and a lover or child; this could even mean a pet! Intuition and dreams
color your thoughts and actions as you move toward making decisions regarding a tender
issue; remember you’re not the only one involved in this that could be hurt. Your ability to
assess situations is right on and fair if you put your personal wants and opinions to the
back and let your inborn sense of fairness prevail. Plans for the week unfold flawlessly and
cost much less than you thought; good times unfold regarding expenses and spending!
Sex and romance could be the best way to go this evening; your mate loves you!
Something you wished for could happen soon.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You’ve entered a cycle of deep introspection, and can actually see and
accurately weigh your assets; you’re forming a better opinion of yourself

and what you’re doing for your financial and personal wellbeing: it’s about time! You have
respect for an elder or supervisor; an old person loves you. You let your thoughts stay on
the mysteries of life such as the heavens and what comes next. Your evolution is strongly
indicated during this time and those around you clearly notice the changes. You separate
yourself from the mundane and ordinary facts of life to explore exciting topics. Exploring
new technologies is at the fore and you could find an excellent investment opportunity, or
ideas of your own could be inspired now. You’re profoundly moved by hopes and by let-
ting go of old hurts and grudges. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1911

ACROSS
1. A solution containing a phosphate
buffer.
4. Low stingless nettle of Central and
South America having velvety brownish-
green toothed leaves and clusters of
small green flowers.
12. Provide with clothes or put clothes
on.
15. A flat wing-shaped process or wing-
like part of an organism.
16. Lacking gonads.
17. A federal agency established to coor-
dinate programs aimed at reducing pol-
lution and protecting the environment.
18. Having three dimensions.
19. Injured by bites or stings.
20. A sweet filling made of prunes or
apricots.
22. A constellation in the southern hemi-
sphere near Telescopium and Norma.
24. A Russian river.
26. Have confidence or faith in.
30. A midnight meeting of witches to
practice witchcraft and sorcery.
32. A room or establishment where alco-
holic drinks are served over a counter.
35. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the
earth and mother of Cronus and the
Titans in ancient mythology.
38. Relatively small fast-moving sloth.
39. A bachelor's degree in science.
41. A metric unit of volume or capacity
equal to 100 liters.
42. A very poisonous metallic element
that has three allotropic forms.
43. (British) A minicar used as a taxicab.
45. A member of an Algonquian people
living in central Canada.
48. The United Nations agency con-
cerned with international maritime activi-
ties.
49. Swiss writer (born in Germany)
whose novels and poems express his
interests in Eastern spiritual values
(1877-1962).
51. Find repugnant.
53. Small European freshwater fish with a
slender bluish-green body.
55. Harsh or corrosive in tone.
56. An Indian tree of the family
Combretaceae that is a source of timber
and gum.
57. Any of several Orthodox Jewish sects
who reject modern secular culture and
many of whom do not recognize the spir-
itual authority of the modern state of
Israel.
60. A Russian river.
62. Distant in either space or time.
63. Noisy quarrel.
65. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
66. Social status or position conferred by
a system based on class.
74. A mature blood cell that contains
hemoglobin to carry oxygen to the bodi-
ly tissues.
78. A river in north central Switzerland
that runs northeast into the Rhine.
79. Being one more than two.
80. A cut of pork ribs with much of the
meat trimmed off.
81. A benevolent aspect of Devi.
82. A rapid bustling commotion.
83. A small tessera.
84. A light touch or stroke.

DOWN
1. Large burrowing rodent of South and
Central America.
2. A hazy or indistinct representation.
3. A island in the Netherlands Antilles

that is the top of an extinct volcano.
4. Committee formed by a special-inter-
est group to raise money for their
favorite political candidates.
5. A soft white precious univalent metal-
lic element having the highest electrical
and thermal conductivity of any metal.
6. An elegantly dressed man (often with
affected manners).
7. A blue dye obtained from plants or
made synthetically.
8. A pair of people who live together.
9. A state in the Rocky Mountains.
10. West Indian tree having racemes of
fragrant white flowers and yielding a
durable timber and resinous juice.
11. Fermented alcoholic beverage similar
to but heavier than beer.
12. The fourth month of the civil year.
13. A translucent mineral consisting of
hydrated silica of variable color.
14. A city in northwest Indiana on Lake
Michigan.
21. A village of huts for native Africans in
southern Africa.
23. The dried fibrous part of the fruit of a
plant of the genus Luffa.
25. Someone (especially a woman) who
annoys people by constantly finding
fault.
27. Wild sheep of northern Africa.
28. Functioning correctly and ready for
action.
29. A metric unit of weight equal to one
thousandth of a kilogram.
31. Cut the head of.
33. (Jungian psychology) The inner self
(not the external persona) that is in touch
with the unconscious.
34. Fudge made with brown sugar and
butter and milk and nuts.
36. A city in Veneto.
37. Away from the right path or direction.
40. Interface consisting of a standard
port between a computer and its periph-
erals that is used in some computers.
44. A small ball with a hole through the
middle.
46. Make anew.
47. The process whereby heat changes
something from a solid to a liquid.
50. And edge tool having two crossed
pivoting blades.
52. God of wealth and love.
54. (used of count nouns) Every one
considered individually.
58. An intensely radioactive metallic ele-
ment that occurs in minute amounts in
uranium ores.
59. The act of escaping physically.
61. A bachelor's degree in religion.
64. Marked by excessive enthusiasm for
and intense devotion to a cause or idea.
67. Type genus of the Anatidae.
68. A tall perennial woody plant having a
main trunk and branches forming a dis-
tinct elevated crown.
69. A British peer ranking below a
Marquess and above a Viscount.
70. A small cake leavened with yeast.
71. (computer science) A data transmis-
sion rate (bits/second) for modems.
72. God of love and erotic desire.
73. An Arabic speaking person who lives
in Arabia or North Africa.
75. A federation of North American
industrial unions that merged with the
American Federation of Labor in 1955.
76. Standard time in the 8th time zone
west of Greenwich, reckoned at the
120th meridian west.
77. A unit of length equal to one thou-
sandth of an inch.
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You come across as charming and witty when you find yourself socially
interacting with those who think like you. If you feel blocked or discon-

nected, consider that you’ve created this energy yourself; there’s nothing wrong with
keeping to yourself to think, but try not to be hard on yourself. You could find your com-
pany in demand as those you spend time with seem to follow your lead. The timing’s right
to make changes in your career if you want something new in this area. You’re happy
with a large purchase you decide to make. You have strong need for emotional security
and balance right now. Relax and let good things come straight to you without your lift-
ing a finger! Home is where you prefer to be later when the weather could turn ugly; a
sense of peace and comfort are dominant this evening. 

The past intermingles with the present to reveal the truth; acute intuition
leads you to knock down emotional walls. Your thoughts and pursuits take

on a mystic tone as you contemplate your world and the different paths you’ve followed.
Your tastes are changing drastically and you’re willing to follow where this leads. The
stars say you’ve entered a cycle of focusing on finances, health and practicalities. Your
dry wit is appreciated today and may bring a valuable new friend into your inner circle.
You’re in the mood to let bygones be bygones. You’re secure with your understanding of
the person you are and how you go through life; your values support good choices.
You’re in a position to come to someone’s aid and you’re eager to do it. Creating good
karma helps you drift into restful sleep tonight. 
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